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One ofa coiifhiiiiiig series. R^min^ton Reports

Is therea pump action shotgun
that actuallyhelpsyou stayon target?
Shot after shot?
Yes. The Remington Model 870 "Wing-
master" is designed to do just that. Here's
how and why.

Hunters don't always have a chance to get set for a shot.
If a covey flushes without warning or the ducks suddenly
veer from the decoys, the hunter has to go into action
fast. That's when proper shooting techniques pay off.

A good hunter should practice shouldering his shotgun
until getting it into position becomes a reflex. Always
bring the stock to your cheek rather than your cheek to
the stock. Keep it high enough on your shoulder so it
isn't necessary to strain your neck muscles getting a good
sight picture.

It's a good idea to wear your regular hunting clothes
when you practice (especially if your jacket is thick or
bulky). Then you'll be sure your shotgun "fits" properly
when you're out in the field. And if it's a Model 870,
you'llfind it's balanced toswing smoothly andpointfast.

So much for the first shot. But what happens if
you have a chance for a double, or the bird you
miss is still in range? That's when the 870's
pump action comes to your aid.

Here's a lip from Remingtonexperts. Re
coil tends to force a barrel up and back.
The 870's pump action actually lets
you make use of this force to help
bring the fore-end back to
eject the hull. Then the forward
motion of your hand, which
chambers the next shell,
helps you bring the gun
back on target—ready
to shoot—with no
wasted time. Thus,
your

actions recoi

shotgun under constant
control...to help you get

set for that second shot as
quickly as possible.

What's more, the Model
870 has two separate action

bars—one attached to each side of
-end—that let you pump it

MH

much more smoothly, shot after shot
without twisting or binding the ac
tion. That's double insurance it will
feed and eject properly under all
shooting conditions.

Now there's an 870 that
takes a load off your
shoulders. It's the 870
20 gauge "Wing-
master wei„^.ght—an easy-handling

partner for easy all-day hunt-

iThas aspecially designed solid-
steel receiver and a mahogany

stock and fore-end. Yetit s solight--
weight that with a 26" plain barrel
it weighs only 5^4 pounds.

And although it's a lightweight, this
Model 870 is engineered for heavyweight

performance. It's available in standard or
magnum models.

If you have any doubts about the dependability
or handling of the 870, visitany trap field and you'll

find it's a favorite with trapshooters everywhere. Re
member, a trapshooter can fire four or five thousand shells
a year or more—and he wants a gun that can take it. No
wonder the Model 870 is the leader in the pump ac
tion field.

Another advantage of the 870is that it is made in five
gauges and has interchangeable barrels (within gauge and
chamber length) with different choke and barrel-length
combinations to suit different types of hunting. You can
change the barrels yourself in seconds. In 12 gauge alone,
you can choose from 21 different barrel-length and choke
combinations.

sanie that requires long shots, take a look
a the Model 870, 20 and 12 gauge magnum models. They
can shoot interchangeably all 3" and 2%" magnum shot-
?"n shells, as well ashigh- and low-base shells, thus giv-
mg you a large selection of different loads.

And tor trapshooters, we've recently brought out a
speaal high-grade "All-American" Trap Gun.

vve also have a regular left-hand model for southpaw
shooters m 12 and 20 gauges. Right-hand Model 870
prices start at $134.95*. Use Remington ammunition, too.
Uur patented "Power Piston" one-piece wad helps put up to
10 /o more shot in the pattern compared to old-style wads.

Remington Reports are based on facts documented by
the people who design and make our products. For a
copy of our 1973 full-color catalog, send a postcard to:

Co™'̂ 06°602^™^ Company, Inc., Dept. 342, Bridgeport,
Great guns deserve great ammunition. We makeboth. -Pricc shown i

Remington", "Wingmaster", and "PoWer Piston" are trademarks registered in the U. S. Pat. Off. '•All-AZran"
is a trademark of Remington Arms Compariy, inc
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